Burton-Kelly and Hartman

Delineating paleodrainages using morphospace occupation of freshwater mussels

Although Cretaceous fossil freshwater mussels (Unionoidea) frequently possess distinguishing external features upon which identification can be based, most post-K-Pg mussels have less diagnostic features. Discriminating previously unnamed taxa within an assemblage based on morphology is especially difficult when those taxa occupy similar morphospace and do not preserve key characters. Calculating the size of morphospace occupation is identified here as a possible method for estimating the number of taxa present in a given assemblage, assuming the normal range of this value is known for comparable taxa (modern or fossil). Previous neo- and paleontological morphometric analyses performed on freshwater mussels have identified problematic areas in this model: choice of similar proxy taxa to the organisms under study; ontogenetic, sexually dimorphic, and size variation within taxa; taphonomic deformation; and morphological ecological plasticity and evolutionary convergence. The present study attempts to address these last issues.  

The shapes of Anodonta grandis from two sites in the Red River drainage basin (a North Dakota river and a Minnesota lake, ~190 km apart) were compared using the analysis of 50 pseudolandmarks along the shell outline, anchored on the umbo. Three measures of variation (Foote’s disparity, within-group variation, and sum of variance) show that the size of morphospace occupation is not statistically significantly different between the sampled environments, supporting a similarity in the natural amount of variation in each population. Additionally, pseudolandmark analyses show lack of a discernible difference between the shapes of A. grandis, suggesting similar habitats and a close phylogenetic relationship. We suggest these techniques provide a potential means to discriminate stable morphological populations (based on morphospace occupation) through space and time. Future studies on additional occurrences within and outside A. grandis watersheds should allow baseline statistics on how morphological variation can be applied to mussels of similar form in paleodrainages.
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